Receiver-side water-column multiples acquired with ocean-bottom seismic sensors can be used for elastic imaging of the subsurface, which can provide additional information relative to more conventional acoustic imaging. In this paper, we generalize the procedures for elastic migration using water-column multiples. We first separate receiver-side water-column multiples from primaries in recorded OBS data, and then use mirror imaging to migrate the multiples. However, additional procedures are required in the elastic case, including correcting the polarity change in PS and SP images and attenuating artifacts caused by non-physical wave-mode conversions. With these additional procedures, we are able to obtain PP, PS, SP, and SS images.
INTRODUCTION
Seismic data acquisition using ocean-bottom seismic (OBS) sensors is a rapidly developing technology that can address significant challenges in marine acquisition. Typical OBS systems consist of a hydrophone and a geophone that record pressure and three components of particle velocity, respectively. This four-component (4C) data acquisition facilitates separation of acquired data into up-going and down-going waves, as well as into Pand S-modes (Schalkwijk, 2001 ). This separation enables imaging of water-column multiples, which are contained in the down-going waves.
Although usually strong, receiver-side first-order watercolumn multiples are often considered noise and removed from the acquired data, despite the fact that they contain additional information beyond primaries and provide increased illumination of the subsurface (Dash et al., 2009; Tu et al., 2011; O'Brien et al., 2013) .
OBS imaging with receiver-side water-column multiples is usually performed under the acoustic assumption (Grion et al., 2007; Berg et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2011) . In this paper, we develop a method for elastic imaging with OBS data in order to generate images of the subsurface using both P-and S-modes separated from receiverside water-column multiples. Our methodology relies on mode conversions at the ocean bottom in order to use converted waves for imaging. We perform elastic reverse-time migration (RTM) exploiting an imaging condition based on wavefield decomposition into pure P or S wave-modes and produce images corresponding to all possible combinations of P-and S-modes extracted from the source and receiver wavefields. The novelty of our paper is that we combine related methods to solve the problems that occur in elastic migration with OBS water-column multiples in order to improve the quality of the image. In the following sections, we describe the sequence of steps necessary for elastic migration using water-column multiples, and then we illustrate our methodology with a modified Marmousi model.
THEORY
Our procedure for elastic imaging using water-column multiples consists of several steps, discussed next.
Up/down separation Ocean-bottom seismometer data consist of pressure P and particle velocity V and correspond to waves propagating both upward (mainly primaries) and downward (multiples). Assuming that the ocean bottom is horizontal, we can separate upward (U ) or downward (D) propagating P waves using (Grion et al., 2007 )
where P and Vz represent the pressure and vertical particle velocity vector, respectively, and α is a scale factor that depends on certain assumptions, e.g., that the OB reflectivity is known (Schalkwijk, 2001; Xia et al., 2006) or that the hydrophone and geophone amplitudes are not affected by data processing prior to up/down separation (Hoffe et al., 1999) .
Up-and down-going waves may contain other multiples (higher-order surface-related multiples or internal multiples). However, we assume that these multiples are lower in amplitude and thus do not significantly contribute to the migration image. If this assumption is violated, then the migration images are contaminated by additional cross-talk noise, as discussed later.
Mirror imaging
Receiver-side water-column multiples can provide wider illumination than primaries (Dash et al., 2009 ). For example, comparing water-column multiples to primary reflections from the same reflector, the multiples propagate an additional distance through the water column, and thus are able to reach receivers at locations further than those reached by the primary reflections, shown in Figure 1 .
We migrate water-column multiples using mirror imaging (Pica et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2011) , i.e. we compute the receiver-side wavefield by back propagating only the water-column multiples from virtual receivers located at positions symmetric to their physical locations across the ocean surface. We note that separated watercolumn multiples contain first-order multiples as well as higher-order multiples. Mirror imaging can also be used to image higher-order multiples (Wong et al., 2011) , but in this paper we consider only the first-order multiples, and we regard higher-order multiples as noise, as such waves typically are much weaker in amplitude compared to first-order multiples.
Imaging condition
Following up/down separation, we use the separated multiples and primaries for migration. Here we focus only on migration with multiples. Reconstructed source and receiver elastic displacement wavefields can be separated into P-and S-modes prior to imaging (Dellinger and Etgen, 1990; Yan and Sava, 2007) . In isotropic media, this separation can be achieved using Helmholtz decomposition (Aki and Richards, 2002) :
where vector u (x, t) is either the source or the receiver wavefield. In isotropic media, the S-mode consists of two degenerate waves which are indistinguishable from one-another. In 2D, the S-mode has only one nonzero component, and thus can be treated as a scalar. The, we use the imaging condition formulated by Yan and Sava (2007) to combine different wave-modes from source and receiver wavefields in order to obtain independent images for different combinations of incident and reflected wave modes:
Here, indices i and j indicate the wave-mode used in imaging, i.e. P or S.
Polarity reversal
The PS and SP images change sign as a function of the incidence direction, due to the change in the polarization of the S wave-mode. This sign change leads to polarity reversals in PS or SP images constructed for individual seismic experiments, which in turn can lead to destructive interference when stacking over all experiments in a seismic survey.
Correction for polarity reversal can be performed using ray theory (Balch and Erdemir, 1994) , wavenumberdomain separation (Du et al., 2011) , or angle-domain imaging conditions (Yan and Sava, 2008; Du et al., 2011; Yan and Xie, 2012) . However, a straightforward way to correct for the sign reversal is to use the observation that in isotropic media, the signs of PS and SP reflection coefficients change across normal incidence. Here we follow Yan and Sava (2008) and reverse the polarity of the PS and SP images after mapping to the angledomain.
We construct angle-domain images using space-lag extended images (Rickett and Sava, 2002; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011) :
Here, x = {x, y, z} represents the space coordinates and λ = {λx, λy, λz} represents the space-lag vector. Then, we map the extended images to the angle domain R ij e (x, θ, φ) using conventional methods (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Sava and Vlad, 2011) . As discussed by Sava and Vlad (2011) , it is not necessary to compute all space lags in order to obtain the opening angle θ and azimuth angle φ. We can compute just two of the three space lags and then reconstruct the third lag with the given reflector normal. After the polarity reversal applied at each image point, we obtain PS and SP images by stacking over angle for all experiments, i.e. individual point sources or combinations of sources. Additional sign changes can occur at large angles of incidence, but in isotropic media, energy reflected at large incidence angles is generally weaker, so the effects of these additional sign changes are negligible.
Artifact attenuation
Elastic reverse-time migration requires numerical reconstruction of source and receiver wavefields. We simulate the source elastic wavefield using a pressure source located at a known position near the surface, and the receiver wavefield using the down-going waves separated from the multiple data. The source P-waves not only propagate through the ocean bottom as P-modes, but also convert into S-modes as they cross the liquid-solid interface. Some conversions correspond to physical Smodes that originate from reflectors in the subsurface, but other non-physical conversions lead to fake modes that do not represent wave propagation. Such fake modes produce artifacts in the migrated images which are generally inconsistent between different shots and across different incidence angles. Therefore, they appear as events with anomalous moveout and can be suppressed in the angle domain or in the shot domain, (Sava and Guitton, 2005) . This artifact attenuation is necessary, since some artifacts can be significantly stronger than true reflection events. For example, a weak SS reflection can easily be overwhelmed by artifacts caused by fake PS, SP, or even PP reflections.
Here, we attenuate the artifacts in the wavenumber domain using an f-k filter (Stewart and Schieck, 1989 ) that passes energy around kz = 0 and attenuates energy at kz = 0. In practice, however, we cannot achieve an ideal filter with a sharp boundary in the wavenumber domain because such a filter has infinite extent in the original (CIG) domain. In practice, we obtain a finite-extent impulse response in the original domain by windowing the ideal impulse response using a Hamming window (Oppenheim and Schafer, 2009 ).
EXAMPLES
We demonstrate our method on a modified version of the Marmousi model shown in Figure 2 . Compared to the original Marmousi model, our model contains a thicker water layer, which allows for wider illumination when we migrate the down-going waves from receiver-side multiples. The P and S velocities and the density are shown in Figure 2 , from top to bottom, respectively. The ocean bottom is not smooth so as to facilitate wave-mode conversions at the ocean bottom to obtain PP, PS, SP, and SS images. We generate synthetic data using 290 sources evenly distributed along the ocean surface. The source function is a Ricker wavelet with a peak frequency of 25 Hz. We use 30 receivers sparsely located at the ocean bottom from x = 1.7 km to x = 4.0 km, as indicated by the dots in Figure 2 .
We generate images using elastic reverse-time migration and then we apply the f-k filter discussed earlier to attenuate the artifacts in the CIG domain. This procedure can be carried out either in the angle domain or in the shot domain, but for PS and SP images it is convenient to perform artifact attenuation in the angle domain since polarity correction is also performed in this angle domain. For consistency with the PS and SP imaging, we also attenuate PP and SS image artifacts in the angle domain.
Subsets of the angle-domain CIGs are shown in the middle panels of Figure 3(a)-3(d) . As we migrate using the correct velocity, the depths of the imaged reflectors do not change with shot location, and the true reflections appear flat, in contrast with the fake mode conversion artifacts which appear with moveout. F-k filtering effectively removes all mode conversion artifacts and gathers retain only flat events, as seen in the bottom panels of Figure 3(a)-3(d) .
By stacking the CIGs (bottom panels of Figures 3(a)-3(d) ) over angle, we obtain the PP, PS, SP, and SS images shown in the top panels of Figures 3(a)-3(d) . Note that the few remaining artifacts seen in the PS image are due to the limited number of shots used in migration. The SS image (top panel of Figure 3(d) ) is lower amplitude compared to the other three images because the energy of S waves, arising from P-to-S conversions, is much weaker to begin with. This example demonstrates that in addition to providing a PP image, which can be obtained using acoustic migration, elastic migration also provides PS, SP, and SS images. These additional images provide information about elastic reflection coefficients, which are related to subsurface material properties that and be used for reservoir characterization and petrophysical analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
OBS first-order receiver-side multiples carry significant information about the subsurface structures, Our method for elastic imaging using these multiples is effective at constraining the geologic structure, although more data processing steps are needed for successful implementation. We use angle-domain CIGs to reverse the image polarity at normal incidence and to attenuate other artifacts due to non-physical wave conversions arising during wavefield reconstruction. We apply an f-k filter to attenuate the artifacts in CIGs while preserving amplitudes of the true events. The elastic images provide complementary information about the subsurface structures, and can be used to perform more accurate petrophysical analysis, compared to more conventional images obtained from acoustic data.
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